LENOVO YOGA
A NEW WAY TO WATCH

Learn, work, play and connect with Intel Inside®

Whether for work or play, YOGA adapts to you with 4 ways to do almost anything:
LAPTOP, STAND, TENT or TABLET.

THE INTELLIGENT NOTEBOOK THAT ADAPTS TO YOU

- Only 18.3mm thin, 1.76kg light.

LENOVO YOGA 3 (80HY00W3MA)

- 5th Gen Intel® Core™ i7-5500U Broadwell 
  Processor (Up to 2.40GHz, 4M Cache)
- Windows 8.1
- 8GB RAM, 500GB + 8GB SSD
- Intel® HD Graphics 5500
- 14” FHD with IPS panel Multi Touch screen (1920 x 1080)
- Up to 6 hours battery life**
- USB 3.0, x 2, Micro HDMI and 4-in-1 card reader
- 3 Years On-site Warranty

FREE ACCESSORIES worth $330
- Lenovo Backpack
- Wired Optical Mouse
- Headsets with Mic
- Micro HDMI to VGA Cable
- USB Ext DVD writer
- USB 3.0 Ext 1TB HDD
- USB 3.0 Ethernet Adapter

$1,480 | $1,383

LENOVO Y50-70 (80HY0012MA)

- 5th Gen Intel® Core™ i7-4710HQ Processor
  (Up to 2.60GHz, 4M Cache)
- Windows 8.1
- 8GB RAM, 600GB + 8GB SSD
- NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 960M DDR5 4GB VRAM
- 15.6” FHD LED (1920 x 1080)
- Up to 5 hours battery life**
- 3 Years On-site Warranty

FREE ACCESSORIES worth $320
- Lenovo Backpack
- Wired Optical Mouse
- Headsets with Mic
- HDMI to VGA Cable
- USB Ext DVD writer
- USB 3.0 Ext 1TB HDD

$1,593 | $1,480

PC VENDOR WORLDWIDE

Sales Enquiry Hotline: 6339 2220
orderlenovo@wearepolartys.com
VISIT www.orderlenovo.com
www.facebook.com/lenovo.sg

Legend for icons:

#1 in terms of unit shipments in Q3 2014
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DEFY HISTORY.

The new Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Carbon defies everything business ultrabooks have stood for to redefine the future of business computing.

**Built Like No Other**
- Patented innovative hardware + ThinkVantage technologies

**Resilient**
- Forged with carbon fibre, MIL-Specs 810g verified

**Designed in Japan**
- Designed and tested in Lenovo’s Yanato facility

**100 Million Sold**
- A recognized industry standard sold worldwide

**These ThinkPads Feature the OneLink Technology**
- Dock & Power your notebook with a single cable

**Edge Series - Affordable Business Machine**
- ThinkPad E440 (20CS4AU5SG)
  - 5th Gen Intel® Core™ i7-4712MQ Processor
  - Windows 8.1
  - 8GB RAM, 500GB + 9GB SSHD
  - NVIDIA GeForce® GT 720M DDR3 2GB VRAM
  - 14.0 HD LED (1366 x 768)
  - Up to 8 hours of battery life**
  - 3 Years On-site Warranty
  - $1,408/$1,316

**Lightest 14” Performance Ultrabook**
- ThinkPad X1 Carbon (20F6A0075O)
  - 5th Gen Intel® Core™ i7-5500U Broadwell Processor
  - Windows 8.1
  - 16GB RAM, 256GB SSD
  - Intel® HD Graphics 5500
  - 14” FHD LED (1920 x 1080)
  - Rapid charge (90% battery restored in less than an hour)
  - Up to 9.2 hours of battery life**
  - 3 Years On-site Warranty
  - $2,020/$1,888

**Free Accessories worth $239**
- Lenovo Carring Case
- Wired Optical Mouse
- Headsets with Mic
- USB 3.0 Ext 1TB HDD

**Computing Without Compromise**
- ThinkPad Helix 2 (20CS4AU5SG)
  - 5th Gen Intel® Core™ M 5Y71 Broadwell Processor
  - Windows 8.1
  - 8GB RAM, 256GB SSD
  - Intel® HD Graphics 5550
  - 11.6” FHD Multi-touch IPS Screen with Digitizer Pen
  - Ultrabook Pro Keyboard Dock
  - Up to 8 hours (Tablet) up to 4 hours (Keyboard Dock) battery life**
  - 0.975kg weight (Tablet only)
  - 3 Years On-site Warranty
  - $2,222/$2,077

**Free Accessories worth $360**
- Lenovo Carrying Case
- Wired Optical Mouse
- Headsets with Mic
- HDMI to VGA cable
- USB Ext DVD writer
- USB 3.0 Ext 1TB HDD

Amazing performance happens with Intel Inside®

**#1 PC Vendor Worldwide**

Sales Enquiry Hotline: 6339 2220
orderlenovo@wearepolaris.com
VISIT www.orderlenovo.com
www.facebook.com/lenovo.sg

Legend for icons:
- Computer | Touchscreen | ThinkPad | Wireless | Battery

*Actual battery life may vary depending on usage and other factors. Go to www.lenovo.com/batteryinfo for full rating details.
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